LARGER THAN LIFE BRINTONS COLLECTION OFFERS UNPARALLELED
DEPTH, TEXTURE TO DESIGN PROJECTS
– Axminster Carpet Leader Launches Terra-Grit This Spring –
ATLANTA, March 15, 2017 – Gone are the days of 12-foot repeats, limited colors and flat lifeless layers
– Brintons, a leading designer and manufacturer of woven Axminster carpet, is challenging what has been
considered the standard in commercial and hospitality carpet design with a new collection, Terra-Grit.
The in-house designed collection of 9 custom Axminster patterns utilizes Brintons’ High Definition Weave
technology, an industry-leading 32-color capability, to achieve unmatched depth and texture. Each Terra-Grit
pattern is massive, with the largest reaching a 48-foot repeat.
Ideal for hospitality, Terra-Grit’s huge patterns can fill large public areas like grand ballrooms and convention
spaces. The designs can also have sections cut out for smaller, pre-function areas, offering a different, yet
cohesive feel for the guest. Each complex design can be broken down to carpet an entire hotel with each area
being completely unique.
“When designing on this scale, you have to consider how a pattern may fall flat and lose visual interest,” said
Vice President of Design for Brintons Americas Nadia Burton. “These stale areas could be fatal to a successful,
compelling design. They can also pose a soiling problem. We constantly have this in the back of our minds and
work in different textures and design elements at various scales to combat stagnant compositions.”
As Brintons is the only Axminster manufacturer that can weave up to 32 colors, Terra-Grit’s color
combinations are unexpected, seemingly pushing aside the safe color families that have become commonplace,
yet still work together to create layers of dimension. Rather than simply using black to achieve depth, the
Brintons team has explored each color value, combining colors from different families. A comparable process
to how a painter would render shadows with Ultramarine Blue mixed with Burnt Sienna.
The overall theme of the collection is rooted in the need for authenticity in design: utilizing real hand-made
textures and the brushstrokes of an artist’s hand, celebrating a design’s humble beginnings. Brintons’ Global
Design Team routinely practices this “Dirty Hands” trend movement with creative experiential workshops.

The team uses an assortment of random materials and basic artists’ pigments to create unusual and original
textures for Brintons’ carpet designs.
“Like life on earth, Terra-Grit reflects the contradictory nature of the human experience,” said Burton. “We
looked at huge swatches of land and water, but focused on the grit, texture and details that make these
swatches what they are. We considered what makes visual depth in our natural world and disagreed with the
first option of simple blended value scales. We took that visual science and applied it to textural and colorful
compositions.”
“The design process was an interesting push and pull of macro to micro. We kept asking: what does this look
like dissected?” said Burton. “We thought, let’s remove the layers of this enormous design and find what makes
it tick. We’ve excavated huge repeating designs and organized their elements into different compositions.”
Before creating the collection, the team was challenged to push the industry, pattern constraints, and the
conceptual identity of carpet design. Everything that is Terra-Grit – color use, scale and construction – contests
the industry standard for Axminster.
Beginning April 5, Terra-Grit will be immediately available and can be fully customized to fit each project. The
collection is applicable for all commercial segments, including hospitality, marine and gaming.
A preview of the collection will be available at Boutique Design West on April 5-6, 2017, booth #1047, at the
Los Angeles Convention Center.
About Brintons
Brintons Carpets is a market-leading supplier of woven carpets to the worldwide hospitality, marine, gaming,
leisure, private and public sectors. Committed to the concept of thinking globally and acting locally, Brintons
has design studios, offices and agents in all of the major markets around the world.
Brintons Carpets product portfolio includes premium woven Axminster and Wilton broadloom carpets, tiles
and hand-tufted rugs. The company operates wholly owned ISO 14001-accredited facilities in India, Portugal,
Poland and the United Kingdom. www.brintons.net
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Pictured: 1. Design shown: Q01/A09338ZTG 2. Detail from design shown: Q01/A09338ZTG 3. Detail from design shown: Q01/A08551ZTG
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Pictured: 4. Design shown: Q01/A08551ZTG 5. Design shown: Q02/A08883ZTG

